Setting Up the Document Camera

1) For the optimum setting, please start by placing the camera head and arms at right angles to the subject matter.

2) When first powered on, the presenter will perform an automatic white balance color adjustment. It’s a good idea to have a white piece of paper under the lens when the unit is turned on. (Printed text on white paper is OK.) This will allow for an accurate auto white balance for the best color accuracy.***

Basic Operation using the Control Panel

#1 POWER  

- the unit on and off.

#2 BRIGHT -/+  Use to lighten or darken the overall image.

#3 FOCUS -/+  Manual focus for complete focus control.

#4 ZOOM -/+  Use to reduce/enlarge the image size projected on the screen. *Auto focus will occur after zooming has stopped.*
#5 AWC Use to have the unit automatically adjust color. ***Place a white piece of paper under the camera and press the AWC button at any time if the color seems incorrect.

#6 AF Use to activate the auto focus at any time.

#7 INT/EXT Must be set to INT. *If you are failing to see the image being projected, you may want to try pressing the button to cycle through the options.*